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1. Introduction 

There is a good chance that the EC banking and financial

markets in the 1990s will become among the most efficient and

innovative in the world, possibly surpassing those of the United

States in some respects. European financial market integration

stands to play a role in the 1990s that is comparable to the

creation of regional free trade some thirty years earlier. Be-

sides creating internal static and dynamic benefits for the EC

regional economy, European financial market integration will do

much to enhance the standing of the EC in global finance and

create a viable staging-area for financing the economic restruc-

turing of Eastern Europe. Monetary integration is desirable but

not necessary -- given the prospective breadth and depth of the

evolving European hedging markets and instruments -- for finan-

cial integration to generate many of the expected static and

dynamic gains.

True financial-market integration involves freedom for

savers to place their funds, for borrowers to finance themselves,

and for banks and other financial firms to pursue profit

opportunities anywhere within the EC, all within a reasonably

consistent and coherent regulatory framework. This issue has been

formally taken up relatively late in the evolution of the

Community. But it has developed a powerful momentum, driven by

political and economic events that began to come at a rapid pace

during the 1980s and that promise to continue and perhaps

strengthen further in the 1990s. The European financial industry

is thus caught in a dual revolution -- geographic and sectoral
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restructuring, both of which are occurring simultaneously.

According to Robin Leigh-Pemberton, Governor of the Bank of

England, "The scale of the changes will be so great that in an

American context it would almost be as if nationwide interstate

banking and the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act were to be

effected at the same time." [Leigh-Pemberton, 1989]

In the process, the EC will become among the most

competitive of the world's financial markets, with large numbers

of indigenous and foreign-based players clustered in distinct

strategic groups. Vigorous competition will dominate the

financial centers of Europe competition among financial

institutions, among EC financial centers, and with with financial

centers outside the Community. Japanese and American

institutions will play significant, but different, roles in the

evolving structure. The EC will provide a new arena in which

successful U.S. financial firms can test their mettle against the

best of the competition. Absent a significant, coherent and long

overdue reordering of the U.S. financial regulatory system, the

EC initiatives could lead to a serious erosion in the

competitive position of American financial institutions and

markets.

Section 2 of this paper briefly traces the process of

European monetary integration through the 1970s and 1980s, from

the end of Bretton Woods to the 1989 agreement in principle to

proceed to a European Monetary Union (EMU). Section 3 considers

the state of the debate on problems of macroeconomic policy

convergence, to the extent that these are relevant to the

creation of a unified EC financial market. Section 4 discusses
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the evolution of that market, with specific reference to cross-

border bank lending, securities new issues, secondary market

brokerage and trading, investment management, financing of

foreign direct investment activity, as well as mergers and

acquisitions. Section 5 focuses on the financial-markets playing

field that is being shaped by the EC banking and securities

directives, as well as tax and investment policies. The

implications of the evolving playing field are developed for

financial centers in the EC (Section 6) as well as banks and

securities firms home-based in the EC and elsewhere (Section 7).

All of this carries with it significant implications for United

States financial markets and institutions, both with respect to

their linkages to Europe and in terms of their global competitive

positioning and performance. These issues are examined in Section

8.

2. The Path Toward Financial Integration

The concept of financial integration in Europe had its

origins in the 1957 Treaty of Rome, negotiated in an environment

that at the time remained dominated by a thicket of exchange

controls, the Bretton Woods system of pegged exchange rates, as

well as inefficient, fragmented, and wholly inward-oriented

domestic financial markets. Consideration of EC monetary

integration first took place alongside the 1955-58 negotiation of

the European Monetary Agreement (EMA) intended to liberalize

exchange controls. It preceded the full restoration of external

convertibility at the end of 1958, as well as adherence in 1961

by the EC member countries to IMF Art. VIII on exchange control
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liberalization.

Financial and monetary integration were seen in the 1950s by

many of the EC's founders, including Robert Schumann, as a

necessary component of the overall economic integration process.

However, the 1957 Rome Treaty stipulated only that each member

state act in the "common interest" when formulating and executing

its exchange rate policies (Art. 107), and work towards

liberalization of exchange controls (Art. 67) as quickly as

practicable. Violation of the general rule on exchange rate

policies by a member state could be offset through suspension by

the Commission -- on recommendation of the EC Monetary Committee

-- of internal trade liberalization measures and authorization of

injured member countries to undertake specific temporary

countermeasures, possibly including imposition of import quotas.

Intra-EC freedom of trade in financial services was likewise

implicit in the Rome Treaty. But the issue essentially remained

dormant for some 30 years, and was brought to the surface in part

by the fundamental changes that occurred in the financial

intermediation process during the intervening decades.

Gradual liberalization of current payments and financial

market transactions in the EC continued throughout the 1960s and

1970s, although there were significant leads and lags -- lags,

for example, in the case of Belgium, Greece and Italy -- and as

the Community grew from the original 6 members to the present 12.

Some capital restrictions were liberalized in 1961, and further

liberalization occurred during the ensuing years until barriers

to intra-European capital movements in the late-1980s appeared as
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in Table 1.

On 13 June 1988 the Council of Ministers authorized full

capital-movement liberalization (including those affecting short-

term funds flows) by the end of July 1990, with an extended

adjustment period to the end of 1992 granted to Greece, Ireland,

Portugal and Spain. However, there are provisions for

reimposition temporary restrictions on short-term capital

movements under a "safeguard" clause in case these seriously

disturb a member country's exchange-rate or monetary policie,s.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Meantime, the Second Banking Directive, intended to provide

a consistent and level playing field for credit institutions

within the EC, was proposed by the Commission in early 1988 and

finally acted upon by the Council in late 1989, to take effect at

the beginning of 1993. [EC Commission, 1988] A parallel draft

directive covering the securities industry -- the Investment

Services Directive -- was circulated throughout 1988 and 1989,

and rules governing the creation and EC-wide distribution of

mutual funds were adopted in 1989 as well. [EC Commission, 1989)

By the beginning of 1990 the broad outlines of the EC financial

markets for the remainder of the century had largely been set in

place.

With respect to macroeconomic and exchange rate policies,

the EC Commission proposed as early as 1962 increased

coordination among EC finance ministers and central bank

governors, with full monetary union to be achieved by 1971.

Premature as it turned out to be, the proposals presaged
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Table 1

Residual EC Capital Controls, Affecting Securities Transactions

(1987)

Primary
market

Belgium*	 Free of controls
Subject to authorization

Denmark	 Free of controls

France	 Subject to restrictions'
Subject to authorization

Germany	 Free of controls

Secondary
market

Free of controls

Free of controls

Free of controls

Free of controls

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg*

Netherlands

Greece

Portugal

Spain

Subject to authorization

Subject to authorization
Prohibited2

Free of controls
Subject to authorization

Free of controls

Subject to authorization
Prohibited2

Subject to restrictions'
Subject to authorization

Subject to authorization

Free of controls
Subject to restrictions'

Free of controls
Subject to restrictions'

Free of Controls

Free of controls

Free of controls

Subject to authorization
Prohibited2

Subject to restrictions'
Subject to authorization

Free of controls
Subject to restrictions'

United Kingdom	 Free of controls

The first code refers to capital inflows, the second to outfolass.

1 Subject to various restrictions as to maturity, size and use of funds.
2 Prohibited, or subject to authorization that is usually not granted

* A dual exchange market is maintained.

Source: European Commission.



establishment of the Committee of Governors of Central Banks in

1964 to confer periodically on members' monetary policies, as

well as the release of the Barre Report in 1969 promoting greater

central bank coordination and leading to a system of short-term

monetary support among EC central banks in February 1970.

The so-called Werner Report in 1970 proposed creation of a

single European currency, total liberalization of capital

movements, freedom of establishment for financial institutions, a

common central banking system essentially modelled on the-U.S.

Federal Reserve, and a centralized EC economic policymaking body

politically responsible to the European Parliament. Many of the

Werner Report's recommendations found resonance in an EC Council

resolution of March 1971 for gradual narrowing of intervention

margins among the EC currencies, which were subsequently

instituted in the form of the "snake" in March 1972. This

involved limiting intra-EC exchange rate margins to 2 1/4 % on

either side of fixed reference rates, while the EC countries as a

group maintained a margin of 4 1/2 % against the dollar under the

Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971.

Running though much of the early discussions leading up to

and following the signing of the Treaty of Rome had been a strong

bias in favor of exchange rate stability. Perhaps more than some

other countries, therefore, the end of the Bretton Woods system

in 1971 and the subsequent collapse of the short-lived

Smithsonian Agreement in 1973 created a sense of unease among EC

policymakers, reflected in a continuous stream of initiatives

throughout the decade of the 1970s for global and regional
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alternatives based on exchange-rate stability.

However, the EC currency arrangements during the 1970s

themselves largely failed to live up to these expectations for

stability (see Figure 1), and by 1978 the "snake" consisted of a

DM-bloc of relatively strong currencies -- those of Germany, the

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Denmark. Lack of internal

currency stability during the decade can be traced to the failure

to achieve substantial macropolicy convergence, which in turn

was rooted in the strains of turbulent times, with oil price

shocks as well as monetary shocks emanating in particular from

the United States.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Nevertheless, the 1970s saw renewed pressure for an intra-EC

"zone of monetary stability," which led to the formulation of

annual policy guidelines for members by the Council of Ministers

(1974), creation of the European Unit of Account (EUA) for intra-

EC central bank settlements (1975) -- later superseded by the

European Currency Unit (ECU) in 1978 -- and finally the Bremen

Summit creating the European Monetary System (EMS). This four-

point program involved: (1) The establishment of the ECU as a

weighted basket of member-country currencies; (2) Implementation

of an exchange rate mechanism (ERM) limiting fluctuations to 2

1/4 % in relation to a bilateral parity grid based on the ECU,

with no established reference rates between the ECU and non-ERM

currencies; (3) Creation of a European Monetary Cooperation Fund

(FECOM) to which participating governments contributed 20% of

their gold and U.S. dollar holdings in exchange for ECU balances,
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intended to be used in very short term financings of intervention

in order to maintain EMS parities; and (4) Design of a fiscal

transfer mechanism of ameliorate intra-EMS payments disequilibria

and facilitate adjustment. Special arrangements for Italy within

the ERM grew into a 6% band that also applied to Spain. Greece

and the U.K. remain outside the ERM as does Portugal, which is

due to join in 1992.

The track-record of the EMS has been mixed, despite the fact

that the 1980s represented a relatively benign monetary

environment within which to begin to move seriously toward

monetary integration. As indicated in Figure 2, inflation

differentials among the two principal ERM countries, France and

Germany, declined significantly over the decade, but this was

also true of the principal non-ERM member countries, Italy and

the U.K., as well as between the EC countries as a group and the

United States. Still, as shown in Figure 3, divergence of ERM

exchange rates continued during the decade after 1978, involving

a total of 11 currency realignments, ample testimony to a

continued lack of substantive macropolicy coordination among the

ERM countries during the 1980s, especially in the monetary

sphere.

INSERT FIGURES 2 AND 3 ABOUT HERE

On the other hand, the correlation of exchange rates among

ERM participants has been much higher than between members and

non-members (see Table 2 for the 1988 data) indicating low intra-

ERM volatility in nominal exchange rates and in nominal interest
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rate differentials. Moreover, the periodic currency realignments

within the ERM have certainly prevented the sort of overshooting

against relative purchasing power in the ERM cross-rates that has

been so troublesome in the case of the United States, Japan, and

the United Kingdom.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

As shown in Figure 4a, the dollar-DM exchange rate

dramatically overshot the corresponding hypothetical rate based

on the relative purchasing power of the national currencies (PPP)

during the 1972-89 period. This was also true of the sterling-DM

and yen-DM rates depicted in Figures 4b and 4c. On the other

hand, the franc-DM, guilder-DM, and lira-DM rates remained

closely aligned to bilateral PPP relationships throughout this

period, as shown in Figures 4d, 4e and 4f.

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE

Exchange-rate overshooting creates significant risk for

those engaged in international trade and investment activities

who are exposed to medium-term exchange-rate movements. This

occurs in a manner and over periods of time that make it

difficult or costly to hedge against, by using available

financial instruments and markets. At the national level as well,

resources are pulled into the "tradeable" goods and services

sectors of the economy when a currency is undervalued, for

example, and expelled from those sectors when the currency is

overvalued. This can create serious structural adjustment costs.
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By substantially driving-out medium-term exchange rate

overshooting, the EMS-based combination of policy coordination

and timely exchange rate realignments has effectively reduced

intra-EC transactions costs and probably made a significant

contribution to economic integration -- despite the the failure

to achieve full policy coordination or substantially fixed

exchange rates. The absence of the U.K. from this story would

have been reflected in significantly higher risk exposures and

adjustment costs for U.K. firms and investors, and for the U.K.

economy as a whole, with respect to intra-EC transactions

throughout the 1980s.

The 1985 EC White Paper on Completing the Internal Market

gave rise to renewed pressure for monetary integration, and

events began to accelerate. There followed the Basel-Nyborg

Agreements in September 1987, under which EC central banks

committed themselves (in the face of German objections) to lend

to each other in order to defend currency values before reaching

the 2 1/4 % mandatory intervention limit under the ERM. In early

1988 French Finance Minister Balladur called for establishment of

a European Central Bank and a substantial strengthening of the

EMS, and the June 1988 EC summit saw the creation of an expert

group chaired by Jacques Delors to examine possible steps toward

achieving a common monetary policy -- avoiding all reference to a

common central bank at the insistence of Prime Minister Thatcher.

The Delors Report was duly submitted at the June 1989 EC

summit meeting in Madrid, calling for a three-stage transition to

full monetary union with a gradual shift of policymaking

powers from the national governments to Brussels. The first

1 0



stage, intended to begin by July 1990, involves greater

coordination of monetary policies and inclusion of all EC

currencies in the ERM. The second stage envisages creation of a

European central banking structure and narrower exchange-rate

intervention margins. The final stage includes fixed exchange-

rate parities, adoption of a single currency and central banking

institution, and transfer of macro-policy authority to the

Community (see Figure 5). The first stage of the Delors Report

was adopted at the June 1989 Madrid summit, as was the commitment

to begin preliminary work on the two subsequent stages. The

Community had thus come full-circle to many of the basic

principles included in the Werner Report almost 20 years earlier.

(For a survey, see Schinasi, 1989]

INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE

Clearly, the EC initiatives on creating an integrated

financial market are closely linked to the process of monetary

integration. On the one hand, completely free internal financial

flows in the absence of economic policy coordination could be

potentially destabilizing. On the other hand, progress toward a

common currency and a unified set of economic policies would

serve as a catalyst in creating a single financial market and at

the same time influence a wide range of financial market

activities such as the ability to profit from intra-ERM

exchange-rate realignments and the need on the part of traders,

borrowers and investors to hedge against them.
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3. Problems of Macropolicy Convergence 

The issues captured in the Delors Report have, of course

been widely debated by policymakers, financial market

practitioners, and academics in Europe and elsewhere. [see

Wyplosz, 1989 for a survey] They can perhaps be summarized as

follows:

Burden-sharing. The argument is that under any fixed-rate

regime the burden of international financial adjustment falls

disproportionately on deficit countries -- which are by

definition under pressure from erosion of external reserve

holdings and therefore forced to pursue deflationary monetary

and/or fiscal policies. Surplus countries can afford to run-up

extensive reserves assuming they are able to sterilize the

effects on the domestic money supply. They bear a potentially

significant opportunity cost by holding excess reserves, but are

under no immediate pressure to adjust through monetary and/or

fiscal expansion. In the case of the ERM, greater policy

coordination is required to increase the symmetry in sharing

adjustment burdens. [See Begg and Wyplosz, 1987] It can, of

course, be argued that such disproportionate burden-sharing is a

useful deterrent to the kinds of irresponsible fiscal and

monetary policies likely to cause the disequilibria in the first

place.

Further erosion of fiscal policies. Most countries have seen

government tax and expenditure policies fall into relative disuse

as techniques of active macroeconomic policy, due to integrated

markets and significant political and economic rigidities. In the
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EC context for example, given substantially free internal trade,

expansionary fiscal policies tend to spill-over onto partner

countries and this reduces their domestic macropolicy usefulness.

[IMF, 1989] Moreover, with integrated financial markets domestic

interest rates may become less responsive to fiscal deficits as

capital inflows prevent crowding-out of private-sector borrowers

in national financial markets. Together with the impact of

differential fiscal burdens on the location of EC economic

activity, this could make it necessary to achieve a certain

harmonization of fiscal charges as well.

In theory, such problems can be eased, as they are in

federally-organized countries such as the United States, through

a system of fiscal transfers among the member countries. In the

EC, however, where such an extensive system of transfers is

unlikely to be implemented in the immediate future and where

labor migration from depressed areas is culturally constrained,

problems of differential fiscal burdens may indeed be

substantial.

Erosion of Monetary Independence. The argument here is that,

if financial integration creates a single market in which

currency selection is up to private asset-holders, the monetary

authority of any member country is rendered ineffective. If

exchange rates are defended, inflationary pressure will be

transferred from high-inflation countries to low-inflation

countries through the impact of capital flows on the domestic

monetary base that could be difficult to sterilize.

[Mastropasqua, 1988] Countries wishing to use expansionary

monetary policies to stimulate their economies may find it
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difficult to do so in the face of the resulting capital outflows

and pressure on the ERM-linked exchange rate.

Currency-substitution effects. An integrated financial mar-

ket will make possible substantially greater portfolio

diversification across financial instruments and currencies for

small investors as well as financial institutions and non-

financial corporations. If investors actively manage these

portfolios in ways that include acting on anticipated currency

realignments within the integrated area, it could lead to greater

monetary instability. To combat this instability, national

authorities will be forced to intensify economic policy

coordination and to narrow inflation differentials. [Dornbusch,

1988]

Viability of a DM Anchor. Conventional wisdom suggests that

one currency must be selected as an anchor in order to achieve

currency alignment. Assuming this is correct, it has been argued

that the natural anchor for the evolving European monetary

arrangement is the DM, and that members' economic policies will

to a significant extent have to be aligned with those of Germany

in order to maintain exchange-rate stability -- as has been the

case to some extent under the ERM. [Russo and Tullio, 1988]

Alternatives to German leadership with respect to monetary

policies in the EC include some form of index of traded goods as

a currency anchor, or greater economic policy harmonization in

which Germany gives up a significant degree of monetary policy

autonomy to a central decision-making body. Failing these two

options, there seems little doubt that Bundesbank leadership will
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have to be accepted on the matter of monetary policy formulation,

and that this will set both monetary and fiscal constraints for

the other EC countries. The undesirable alternatives include

maintaining the possibility of reimposing exchange controls or

continuing the 1980s pattern of periodic realignments that would

negate some of the principal benefits of monetary integration.

[See Giavazzi and Giovannini, 1989]

One can challenge the conventional wisdom, however, with the

assertion that concerted monetary and fiscal policies of the EC

members would provide stability sufficient to let be the ECU be

its own anchor. Such an outcome would spread fairly any gains

from seignorage and any burdens of overly-expansionary or overly-

contractionary monetary policies. The effectiveness of the ECU

would of course depend on the political will of the EC members to

pursue common policies. [Schinasi, 1939]

Policy Credibility. As the foregoing discussion suggests,
achieving further monetary convergence in the EC pivots on

credibility of the EC members' pursuit of common policies. If

all market participants were convinced that the EC parity grid

rates would be defended, no incentive would exist for

destabilizing speculation. Since the 1960s, however, market

participants have been skeptical of the integrity of fixed rate

regimes that lack strong demonstrations of fiscal and monetary

discipline. The need for an anchor such as the DM is precisely

the need to demonstrate discipline.

With full capital mobility and complete currency

substitutability approaching reality in the EC, however, there is

arguably a need for a stronger ECM. For example, assume that the
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EC's defense of exchange rates is initially accepted as credible

by the market, but that commonality of policies has not in fact

been achieved. A member government could take advantage of the

situation to fund itself at the expense of other members. If

the policy divergence continued, political fallout from other EC

countries that jointly bear the inflationary burden would soon

contaminate credibility of the fixed exchange rate policy, once

market sentiment changed. In a perfect capital market, market

pressure for realignment could take the form of complete-and

rapid desertion of the currency by asset holders. The obvious

answer to such a scenario is to assure policy convergence by

establishing a responsible higher authority.

An EC Central Bank. The Delors Report foresees the eventual

creation of a single monetary unit and central bank for the EC

(see Figure 6). This would of course eliminate national monetary

autonomy altogether and create a single monetary policy, with the

national central banks possibly reduced to the role of the

INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE

regional Federal Reserve Banks in the United States. One

possibility is that such a central bank would be based in

Frankfurt under the watchful eye of the Germans, although with

full British participation its execution arm could be located in

London as the principal EC financial center, more or less on the

pattern of Washington and New York in the operations of the U.S.

Federal Reserve System. There remains, however, a conspicuous

lack of political will, especially on the part of the United
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Kingdom, to move toward creation of an EC central bank in the

immediate future -- resistance that could require a significant

political or economic crisis to overcome.

4. EC Banking and Securities Industry Integration

EC financial integration can occur with or without monetary

integration along the lines just described. If, as is likely, the

institutional and political obstacles to monetary union prove

insurmountable in the near-term, integration of EC debt and

equity markets can proceed anyway in view of the increasingly

broad and deep markets for cash, forward, futures and options

transactions that have developed throughout the EC and globally

-- with correspondingly broad scope for financial innovation and

the creation of derivative financial instruments.

Integration of the banking and securities industries will

create higher risk-adjusted asset returns to savers and lower

financing costs to borrowers and issuers by reducing the cost and

improving the quality of the financial intermediation process.

Like integration of non-financial markets, this will produce

static gains in the efficiency of capital allocation and a higher

level of real output in the EC (and its trading partners). It may

also have dynamic benefits if it leads to higher rates of savings

and capital formation in the Community.

The playing field for banking and securities firms has in

any case become increasingly level in recent years. In the United

States, for example, the post-1933 division between commercial

and investment banks (also applied in Japan after 1947) has been

significantly eroded, partly through regulatory change and court
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decisions, but perhaps more effectively by the globalization of

financial firms. Japanese and U.S. subsidiaries of commercial

banks engage in securities underwriting abroad despite continued

substantial domestic separation of the two spheres of activity.

Japanese city banks engage in branch banking abroad even as they

continue to be limited at home, while U.S. banks undertake

global branching despite being prevented, until recently, from

interstate branching domestically.

The regulatory environments of national bond and stock and

markets have changed even more dramatically. Starting with the

1975 U.S. introduction of negotiated securities commission rates

on "Mayday" and working through assorted deregulation in the 1986

"Big Bang" reforms in London, as well as significant reforms in

Tokyo, Toronto, and Paris, restrictive pricing conventions and

business practices have been liberalized. While restrictions on

foreign ownership of equities still remains arguably the largest

regulatory obstacle to free international capital movement among

the OECD countries, they too have declined.

EC debt and equity markets, however, have remained

fragmented. At the national level, each member country maintains

its own securities exchanges. Each exchange operates according

to its own regulations, which have been subject in recent years

to widespread reforms. In order to accommodate large block

trades and limited hours of exchange operations, market

participants have implemented over-the-counter markets in many EC

countries. These national over-the-counter markets form a

second-level market that can be institutionalized and integrated

once restrictions on ownership and capital flows are eliminated,
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and once settlement procedures (the payment for and delivery of

financial instruments) are agreed. At the international level,

the Euromarkets already form an integrated self-regulated, over-

the-counter market, trading in deposits and debt securities --

listed, unlisted and derivative.

The specific form of Community regulatory structures within

this broader, international context will have a determining

impact on how well the EC banking and securities industry does

its job in the 1990s, and how it links into the evolution of

global financial markets. Certain areas of regulation (such as

rules on capital adequacy, conditions for doing business, and

transactions standards) will apply directly and specifically to

the industry itself. Others (such as taxation, competition

policies, and regulation of mergers and acquisitions) will have

an indirect effect.

A Level Playing Field 

In the absence of a globally integrated, evenly regulated,

free financial marketplace, what is required in the EC is to

attain "equality of competitive opportunity" -- a level playing

field with maximum market access. This is an extraordinarily

difficult condition to define, much less to achieve, in the case

of an industry as complex as financial services. However, it

should include at least the following five aspects: [Walter,

1988]

(1) Freedom to establish branches, agencies, subsidiaries,

representative offices or other affiliates within a national

market on a basis identical to that applying to locally-owned
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financial institutions. National antitrust and other policies

relating to establishment should bear on foreign-based players

and "domestic" players identically.

(2) Regulatory symmetry, insofar as possible, with respect

to domestic and foreign competitors. This includes the incidence

of prudential controls such as capital requirements, asset

ratios, lending limits and reserve requirements. It also

requires equal access to domestic securities markets, including

for example lead-managing local-currency securities issues in the

local and offshore markets, as well as equal access to the

national payments clearing system, money markets, central bank

discount facilities, trust and investment businesses, deposit

insurance, and a variety of other dimensions that can affect an

institution's competitive positioning.

(3) Freedom to import critical resources, including travel

and resettlement of professional staff, subscriptions of capital

in the case of non-branch affiliates, data processing and tele-

communications equipment on the same basis as local firms. No

less important is equality of access to communication and data

transmission services and the freedom to establish proprietary

data networks.

(4) Symmetry with respect to the application of taxation and

exchange restrictions, if any, as between foreign and local

players. This bears on capital outflows such as foreign

borrowing in the local markets and local investments abroad, as

well as remittances of capital earnings.

(5) Equality of access to domestic client groups, financial
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institutions and product markets, including branching privileges

equal to those of local firms and the right to purchase shares in

local financial institutions consistent with domestic laws

regarding competition.

It is against these benchmarks that the EC's commitment to

an integrated financial market must be tested, including the

impact of EC regulatory structures on non-EC financial

institutions.

Equality of Market Access

Liberalization of intra-EC banking activities can be traced

to the 1977 First Banking Directive, which allowed banks based

anywhere in the EC to establish branches or subsidiaries in any

other member country (freedom of establishment) on the condition

that banking regulations in the host country were fully observed.

It also required member states to establish a licensing system

for credit institutions, including minimum "fit and proper"

criteria for authorization to do business.

Under the 1988 Second Banking Directive, a single EC banking

license allows credit institutions authorized to do business in

any single member state to have full access to other national

markets for all credit services without separate authorization.

(see Dermine, 1990) This includes deposit-taking, wholesale and

retail lending, leasing, portfolio advice and management, as well

as trading in securities. In line with the broader dictates of

the Basel Concordat of 1986, prudential control over all banks

authorized to do business in the EC is exercised by home

countries, including subsidiaries (which come under a separate
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1983 EC directive on consolidated supervision).

Non-banking securities firms are covered by the Commission's

1988 draft Investment Services Directive, modelled on Britain's

1986 Financial Services Act and scheduled to go into effect in

January 1993. (see Walter and Smith, 1990] Again, home-country

agencies (public authorities or professional associations

appointed by public authorities) will retain the power of

licensing, supervising and regulating investment firms.

Institutions duly registered and supervised by EC home countries

will essentially be free to establish a commercial presence and

to supply securities services in any member country without

separate authorization. Investment firms holding membership in

stock exchanges in their home countries will likewise be free to

apply for full trading privileges on all EC stock, options and

futures exchanges. Close collaboration is envisaged between the

EC Commission, the authorities responsible for securities markets

and institutions, and banking and insurance authorities.

The responsibility for much of the direct regulation lies

with Commission's Directorate General 15 (DG-15). It has the

right to countermand host country restrictions on credit

institutions and investment firms from other member countries and

to make certain amendments to the banking and securities

directives.

Reciprocity Provisions 

Both the Second Banking Directive and the draft Investment

Services Directive contain reciprocity provisions with respect to

non-EC banks and securities firms, which define how U.S. and
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other non-EC players will be allowed to participate in the

integrated financial market.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines reciprocity as "mutual

or correspondent concession of advantages or privileges, as

forming the basis for the commercial relations between

countries." There are two versions of reciprocity that can be

applied to the financial services sector. [Walter, 1985] One

might be termed reciprocal national treatment, under which

financial institutions from one country are afforded identical

treatment to domestic institutions in host countries. The other

is mirror-image reciprocity, whereby financial institutions'

activities in host countries are strictly limited to host-country

institutions' activities in the home country.

In practice, although mirror-image reciprocity is often

espoused as the most equitable standard, in the financial

services sector it is neither feasible nor desirable. In the EC

context, it would require that governments apply a different

regulatory framework to each home-country and class of foreign-

based financial intermediary, with the class of each firm

determined by nationality of (the majority of) its owners. Such

pitfalls make it virtually impossible to administer mirror-image

reciprocity, and have prevented even the most reciprocity-

oriented countries from adhering strictly to such a policy --

although many include reciprocity in their consideration of other

factors related to the entry and operations of foreign-based

financial institutions.

In drafting the International Banking Act of 1978, for

example, the United States Congress in effect rejected mirror-
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image reciprocity in favor of a unilateral national treatment

standard, putting foreign-based financial institutions on

essentially the same competitive footing as domestic institutions

(although some grandfathered foreign-based institutions retained

better than national treatment). To have applied the concept of

reciprocity in its strictest sense would conceivably have

required 33 different policies covering foreign banks from the 33

different countries represented in the United States at the time.

Such a policy would necessarily have been largely reactive in

nature and would have resulted in an incoherent amalgam of petty

regulations entirely inconsistent with the objectives of equity

and efficiency of the American financial system. [See U.S.

Department of the Treasury, 1984]

In the U.S. debates on the issue, reciprocity was viewed as

essentially producer-oriented and protectionist in nature, since

its frame of reference is largely biased toward the suppliers of

financial services rather than the benefits of maximum financial

services competition to consumers and users. Nevertheless, the

United States in disagreements with Japan on matters such as

primary dealer status for Japanese securities firms, has appeared

a drift from essentially unilateral national treatment toward

reciprocal national treatment.

Meantime, the initial interpretation of EC reciprocity

provisions in both the draft banking and investment services

directives suggested mirror-image reciprocity, although later

interpretations shifted towards reciprocal national treatment,

which clearly better serves the interests of liberal capital
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markets. [Group of Thirty, 1989] In preparation for implementing

the Second Banking Directive and in discussions of the draft

Investment Services Directive, DG-15 explicitly chose to

subordinate the concept of reciprocity to the concept of national

treatment, while at the same time making clear that the Community

intends to retain the principle of reciprocity as a lever in

international negotiations in the financial services sector.

As it stands, non-EC banking and securities firms, once

authorized to do business in one of the member states through a

branch or subsidiary, will likewise be treated as indigenous

credit institutions or investment firms, subject to equal

treatment with competitors home-based in any of the EC countries.

Initial authorization, however, presupposes that all banks and

investment firms based in any EC country receive full national

treatment in the foreign institution's home country, and are not

subject to any form of discrimination. The reciprocity provisions

of both the Second Banking Directive and the draft Investment

Services Directive also contain a good deal of discretion on the

part of the Commission, which is charged with conducting periodic

audits of conditions faced by EC players abroad.

The issue remains potentially explosive, since a financial

institution from a non-EC country would be excluded from the

entire Community banking or securities market if its home country

were found to discriminate in any respect against firms from any

EC member country. This in turn could lead to retaliation, with

the home country concerned possibly excluding from its markets

firms from all EC members. The reciprocity provisions have also

been criticized on the grounds that they could be used to prevent
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mergers and acquisitions of financial institutions in the EC, and

thereby impede a necessary restructuring of the financial

services sector with foreign participation. On the other hand,

the problem is to some extent defused by grandfathering

provisions which exempt from exclusion any financial institution

established in the EC by the end of 1992. This covers a large

number of American institutions in particular -- some of which

have been established in Europe longer than many European

institutions. Japanese institutions, which are less well placed

and more vulnerable, have rapidly increased their presence in the

EC in order to fall comfortably under the grandfathering

provisions. [Walter and Smith, 1990]

In addition, the ongoing Uruguay Round of trade negotiations

under the auspices of the GATT may well have an influence.

[Feketekuty, 1987] Financial services are included here for the

first time, with "national treatment" representing the sector's

equivalent of the GATT most-favored-nation (MFN) principle. This

implies equality of opportunity in market access, including the

right to establish a viable commercial presence no less favorable

than that accorded to local firms -- as opposed to treatment no

less favorable than that accorded to foreign firms in the

applicant's home country. [GATT, 1986] Still, it seems unlikely

that the GATT negotiations on services will be completed before

the EC banking and investment services directives go into effect,

by which time the Commission will have certainly finished its

review of reciprocity afforded EC institutions in other

countries, and been compelled to take a stand on the matter in
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compliance with the two directives.

Capital Adequacy

The capital-to-assets ratio required of banks and securities

firms impacts directly their funding costs, their ability to

execute transactions, and hence their ability to offer

competitive financing to clients. Japanese commercial banks, for

example, have long been alleged to have an artificial competitive

advantage in international markets as a result of home-country

regulations permitting very low capitalization -- permitting them

to be exceedingly aggressive in competing for various kinds of

lending business around the world. Equity to asset ratios have

indeed differed dramatically among countries in which some of the

major international financial institutions are home-based. At

the same time, hidden reserves are acceptable in some countries

-- such as Germany, Japan and Switzerland -- which seriously

distorts equity-to-asset ratios as a measure of capital adequacy.

[See Bryant, 1987]

In 1986 representatives of the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation and the Federal Reserve System renewed pressure for

greater coordination of prudential controls, including capital

adequacy requirements, within the context of the Bank for

International Settlements. The move towards international

agreement on this issue, however, only achieved real momentum

with an Anglo-American initiative announced in January 1987 to

strengthen the international banking community and create a level

playing field among globally competing banks.

As agreed in the Basel Accord a year and a half later, banks
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will have to meet a minimum ratio of 8% capital (composed of not

less than 4% "core" capital) to "risk assets" (defined to include

off-balance sheet exposures). Criticism of the Accord is easy.

The definitions of risk assets are unavoidably rough. While the

required 4% "core" capital definition is fairly stringent,

inclusion of hidden and unallocated loan-loss reserves in the

definition of "secondary" capital make it controversial. And the

implementation period (to the end of 1992) is long. The Accord's

importance, however, is as a beginning. The need for

international prudential capital standards was recognized and

acted upon, and contributes significantly to a level playing

field for credit institutions. In the EC context, the Basel

Accord has made further harmonization of capital standards for

banks largely superfluous.

Comparable initiatives have yet to be taken, either within

the EC or on a broader basis, with respect to the securities

industry. Yet in order to create equality of competitive

opportunity for all institutions supplying financial services in

the Community, the EC will eventually have to come to grips with

the question of capital adequacy for non-banks as well. The

alternatives range from matching capital against position

(market) risks, to minimum levels of firm capital covering all

eventualities and EC-wide enforcement of maximum exposure limits.

Whatever emerges will also have to be aligned with capitalization

requirements for banks, in order to achieve regulatory parity,

not least because the banking and securities business is heavily

integrated in most EC countries and likely to become even more

so. Indeed, implementation of the draft Investment Services
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Directive in the absence of an EC capital adequacy directive

bearing on non-bank securities firms could lead to significant

competitive dislocations among such firms, and between

independent securities firms and banks.

Conduct of Business Rules 

Whereas the EC "single passport" for banks and securities

firms will be under the control of home country authorities,

conduct of business rules regarding EC financial markets

themselves will be the exclusive responsibility of host-country

authorities. This split regulatory responsibility was partially

designed to be responsive to fears of British regulators that

complete reliance on home-country regulation could place London

at a serious competitive disadvantage in the light of the

relatively stringent U.K. Financial Services Act. At worst, home

country regulation could lead to "regulatory arbitrage" among

firms seeking the most permissive home-country environment, as

well as competitive laxity in oversight and control of financial

firms on the part of countries seeking to attract them.

As it stands, financial institutions in the EC will have to

deal with 13 different sets of rules (including the Eurobond

market). This will increase regulatory confusion and leave open

the possibility of rule-based protectionism against non-domestic

firms. It seems likely however that EC rules will gradually

converge towards a consensus on minimum acceptable conduct-of-

business standards, which will seek to optimize the balance

between market efficiency and regulatory soundness.
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One area of particular interest with respect to conduct-of-

business rules has been insider trading. The view that insider

trading is a crime, rather than a professional indiscretion, is

new in most of Europe. No-one in the EC has ever been jailed for

insider trading, and in several member countries it is not a

criminal offense. In view of major insider trading scandals in

the late 1980s, the issue has become politically charged.

(Walter, 1989] In 1989, Spain, a country which had outlawed

insider trading a year earlier, pressed the EC to take concerted

action on this issue and gave its support to a draft regulation

prohibiting activities that defined insider knowledge as price-

sensitive information that "is inaccessible or not available to

the public."

The draft was considered ill-conceived, unenforceable and

badly drafted. Critics, especially in the U.K., noted that the

regulation would call into question the legitimate acts of

security analysts, market makers and journalists. Moreover, the

proposed regulation would require companies to disclose all

price-sensitive information to the public or, if it needed to be

kept secret for competitive reasons, to the local stock exchange.

Redrafting occurred in June 1989 in an effort to address these

concerns so and allow passage prior to the end of Spain's

presidency of the EC Commission.

A second example of conduct of business rules involves

information disclosure in securities new issues. There has been

consistent opposition to efforts at standardizing the content and

distribution of prospectuses covering equity, bond and Eurobond

issues for sale to individuals and institutions in the member
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countries. An EC disclosure directive was put forward in late

1988, for application in 1992, involving a common prospectus.

However, all Euro-securities would be exempt from the disclosure

rules if they are "not the object of a generalized advertising or

canvassing campaign."

Eurobond practitioners expressed concern that any EC

initiatives should be fully consistent with self-regulation in

their market. Precedent has generally applied over formal rules,

and the relatively loose guidelines published by the AIBD

(Association of International Bond Dealers) have focused on

transactions reporting rather than market practices. Participants

argue that more stringent requirements are inappropriate for a

market comprised entirely of some 800 professionals.

Regulation of Mergers and Acquisitions 

In December 1988 the EC Commission put forward a draft

directive to harmonize takeover rules. It contained three major

provisions: 1) companies that offer to buy more than 33% of the

shares in a target company must offer to buy all shares; 2)

companies that launch takeover attempts must state their

intentions concerning the target's future, including its

activities, work force, financial structure and debt levels --

the latter criterion being aimed specifically at LBOs, and 3)

certain anti-takeover strategies would be prohibited, including

"exceptional operations" and share sales without the agreement of

existing shareholders.

Under Articles 85 and 86 of the 1957 Treaty of Rome, all

distortions involving subsidies and restrictive business
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practices were to have been removed if they affect trade among

the member countries. But serious problems in both areas remain,

and can complicate M &A deals or defeat them altogether.

Restrictive business practices involve market-sharing,

cooperative R&D, exclusive distribution, price-fixing and tied

sales. Although the EC competition regulations require submission

of restrictive agreements to the Commission, the caseload

(roughly 3,000 in 1988) ensures the persistence of competitive

distortions. In addition there are "block exemptions," specifying

rules under which restrictive practices are automatically

exempted from the Rome Treaty's provisions and can proceed

without notifying the Commission.

Power regarding EC-wide competitive structure and conduct

has begun to shift to the Commission's Fourth Directorate General

(DG-4). It has acted against egregious use of government subsidy

and protection of industries ripe for restructuring, and has

attacked certain high-visibility cartel arrangements such as air

transport and telecommunications. Future activity may target

national insurance cartels, fixed commissions on securities

transactions, and fixed fees on advertising. There has been

increasing EC intervention in major M&A deals and a growing

volume of preemptive submissions by firms seeking EC clearance of

proposed transactions -- nominally, EC action under Articles 85

and 86 could only be taken after takeovers were completed, but

the uncertainties that would result ensure that advance clearance

is the only viable option.

There have been calls from the industrial sector for the EC
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Commission to be given exclusive jurisdiction over all major M&A

deals with respect to their competitive impact, and to spell out

formal merger rules that would apply on an EC-wide basis. It was

originally proposed that DG-4 have exclusive power to rule on all

deals valued at over ECU 1 billion, in which each company has

sales of over ECU 100 million, and where at least 25% of the

combined sales of the two companies are outside the borders of

one member country and hence incorporate a "European dimension."

Amendments were subsequently put forward suggesting that the

threshold for the Commission's involvement should be raised to

ECU 2 billion from 1 January 1993, and that there should be a

transitional period during which the limit would be ECU 5

billion. The 25% rule was changed to 33% to avoid the Community's

becoming involved in mergers of an essentially national

dimensions. The Commission would have six months to reach a

decision, and normal antitrust considerations could be waived if

the Commission decided that the new entity was desirable as a

"European champion." These rules were adopted at the end of 1989.

They have significant extraterritoriality implications -- for

example with respect to the merger of two U.S. companies whose EC

operations fall under the guidelines.

The European financial market is thus in the process of

achieving substantial harmonization of the statutory rules

governing takeovers, which in turn is being combined with the

gradual removal of the competitive distortions (e.g.

subsidization, restrictive practices) that complicate or prevent

economic restructuring.
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Regulation of Mutual Funds and Unit Trusts

The EC directive governing the operation and sale of mutual

funds -- Undertakings for the Collective Investment of

Transferable Securities (UCITS) -- came into force on 1 October

1989 after 15 years of negotiation. It specifies general rules

for the kinds of investments that are appropriate for mutual

funds and how they should be sold. The regulatory requirements

for fund management and certification are left to the home

country of the firm, while specific rules for adequacy of

disclosure and selling practices are left to the respective host

countries.

Consequently, funds duly established and monitored in any EC

member country such as Luxembourg -- and that are in compliance

with UCITS -- can be sold without restriction to investors in

local markets Community-wide, and promoted and advertised through

local selling networks and direct mail, as long as selling

requirements applicable in each country are met. Permissible

investment vehicles include high-performance "synthetic" funds,

based on futures and options, not previously permitted in some

financial centers such as London. Under UCITS, 90% of assets must

be invested in publicly traded companies; no more than 5% of the

outstanding stock of any company may be owned by a fund, and

there are limits on investment funds' borrowing rights. Real

estate funds, commodity funds and money market funds are

excluded.

Taxation of Investment Income

In the light of free intra-EC capital mobility and the UCITS
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initiative, a decision on narrowing or eliminating intra-EC

differentials in taxation of capital income has been of great

interest. (Levich and Walter, 1989] In February 1989 the European

Commission formally proposed a minimum 15% withholding tax

(administered at source) on interest income of investments (bonds

and bank deposits) by residents of other EC countries. Euro-

securities and non-EC residents were exempted from the

withholding tax proposal. Also exempted were savings accounts of

young people and small savers that were already exempt from

taxation in a number of EC countries, although member states

would be free to impose withholding taxes above the 15% floor.

Governments could exempt interest income subject to withholding

at source from declaration for tax purposes. Also exempted were

countries that already apply equal or higher withholding taxes on

interest income. Additional aspects of the proposal concerned

cooperation in enforcement and exchange of information among EC

fiscal authorities. Dividends were omitted from the proposals

because they are generally less heavily taxed by EC member

countries and because national income tax systems were thought to

capture this type of income relatively effectively.

Supporters of abolishing investment income tax differences

within the EC argued that tax harmonization was essential if

financial market integration was not to lead to widespread tax

evasion. The effort was led by France, together with Belgium,

Italy and Spain. All four countries also argued that absence of

tax harmonization would weaken their currencies in relation to

those of other EC members. All four have tax collection systems

that are relatively weak in other respects.
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Opponents, mainly the United Kingdom and Luxembourg as well

as the Netherlands, argued that tax harmonization is both

unnecessary and harmful to the functioning of efficient financial

markets, and that substantial investments would subsequently flow

outside the EC, especially to Switzerland and Caribbean tax

havens. Indeed, they argued that the proposal failed to recognize

that Europe is part of a global financial market and that EC

securities returns might have to be raised to levels providing

equivalent after-tax returns in order to prevent capital outflows

from becoming a serious problem. The United Kingdom was also

concerned about the special role of the Isle of Man and the

Channel Islands (which are "semi-detached" from the EC) and their

treatment in the withholding tax initiative -- as well as with

the tax proposal as a possible stepping-stone toward fiscal and

monetary policy harmonization.

In 1988, Germany announced consideration of a 10%

withholding tax on interest and dividend income in what became an

embarrassing demonstration that such taxes can provoke immediate

and massive capital flight. Overall, Bundesbank estimates show a

total long-term capital outflow of $ 42.8 billion during 1988,

while the 10% withholding tax was being discussed. An estimated

$10.7 billion of German investment funds flowed into the

Luxembourg bond market following the announcement that the tax

was to be effective January 1, 1989. Investor reactions to the

German tax bid up the price of Euro-DM issues and depressed

yields to the point where in early 1989 it was cheaper for

PepsiCo to borrow DM in Luxembourg than it was for the German
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federal government to do so on the domestic market. The German

authorities were subsequently induced to allow "coupon washing"

-- permitting investors to sell bonds immediately prior to the

interest payment date and buy them back immediately afterward in

order to escape the tax -- by shifting the coupon payments to

tax-exempt investors. Four months later, on 27 April 1989 the

German authorities announced that the withholding tax would be

abolished on 1 July.

After two years of intense debate on the issue, the 15% EC

withholding tax proposal collapsed in mid-1989 as the Germans

withdrew their support of the Commission's initiative and joined

the opposition. Nevertheless, there was little doubt that the

proposal for a uniform tax on capital income and closer

cooperation between EC tax authorities would eventually be

revived -- although harmonization of withholding tax rates and

collection methods remained constrained by the possibility of

capital flight to low-tax environments outside the EC.

Despite the tough sledding that various EC proposals to

create a level playing field have had, there is little doubt that

progress is being made. Partly, this is in response to a broader

search of regulatory structures that optimally combine efficiency

and stability. Partly it is in response to lobbying pressure from

the affected players in the banking and securities industry,

inside and outside the EC, for treatment that is in their own

interests. And partly is is the result of gradual movement

towards economic policy harmonization among the member countries.
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5. European Financial Market Evolution

The competitive dynamics of the major world financial markets

over the past quarter century have been powerfully affected

financial product and process innovation and by technological

change. Product innovation usually involves creation of new

financial instruments (e.g., caps, futures, options, swaps) along

with the ability to replicate certain instruments by bundling

existing ones (synthetic securities) or to highlight only a

single financial attribute by unbundling an existing instrument.

Process innovation have included contract design (e.g., cash

settlement futures contracts), methods of settlement and trading,

methods for efficient margin calculation, methods of contract

pricing, passive or index-based portfolio investment techniques

and a range of other innovations. Technological change, primarily

in telecommunications and information processing, has greatly

facilitated the drive to create and broaden the market for such

product and process innovations. Both financial firms and the

users of financial services can access a broad range of location

choices -- including an array of foreign or offshore operations.

This is certainly true at the wholesale end of the industry, and

it is becoming more true at the retail end as well.

It is against the backdrop of financial innovation,

especially in the United States and the United Kingdom, that

European financial markets have evolved during the 1980s

innovations affecting the linkages between the ultimate sources

of funds and the ultimate users of funds domestically and

internationally. In addition to the growth of cross-border bank

lending, this has occurred in four areas: (1) new issues of
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securities, (2) secondary market brokerage and trading, (3)

investment management, and (4) financial restructuring of

corporations, including mergers and acquisitions.

All four are clearly interrelated. For example, performance-

oriented investment management is required to create a more

liquid market for mergers and acquisitions, while an active

secondary market for debt and equity securities is a precondition

for growth in securities new issues. The European evolution has

nevertheless been quite uneven, with the U.K. invariably in the

lead with respect to financial innovations and deregulation, and

the continental European countries following along with greater

or lesser enthusiasm.

Securities New Issues 

European firms had long been inhibited from gaining

experience with securities transactions in competitive markets

for two main reasons: (a) the traditional reliance in Europe by

non-financial corporations on bank borrowing, and (b) the

relatively poorly developed domestic capital markets of a number

of European countries. Since the early 1980s, however, the market

for debt and equity issues in Europe has developed substantially.

By the end of 1988, the total volume of new issues by European

corporations in the various European capital markets was within

striking distance of the world's other two principal markets, the

United States and Japan, although European non-financial

corporations still lagged their overseas counterparts by a factor

of two to one in terms of the new issues volume relative to

overall economic activity, as shown in Table 3.
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loosely integrated three-market structure comprising: 1)

domestic issues, 2) Eurosecurities, and 3) foreign bonds and

equities placed in domestic capital markets by issuers based in

EC partner countries. The relevant data for 1988 are given in

Table 3. Domestic markets remain the choice for most local

firms, especially in the case of debt securities in Germany,

France and Italy and for equity securities in France and the

U.K. -- almost five times the volume of funds were raised

domestically in 1988 as in the other two segments of the market

combined.

By the end of the 1980s the European new issues market had

thus achieved a level of activity sufficient to supply

competitively the requirements of the major European firms

capable of capital markets issues. European industry has

consequently reduced its reliance both on bank lending and on

overseas markets -- comparatively small amounts of financing

were carried out by European companies in Japan and the U.S. in

the 1985-89 period. Nor is it nay longer necessary for European

companies financing outside their own markets to rely on

facilities denominated in non-European currencies, as had

traditionally been the case with Eurodollar bond issues.

A variety of factors have contributed to the increased use

of the capital markets by European companies. One of these was

the sheer level of corporate funding demand in the 1980s to

finance new investments, financial restructurings, and

acquisitions, which encouraged companies to consider new

financing options. Privatizations also had an important role on

the equities side -- the volume of new and secondary sales of
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acquisitions, which encouraged companies to consider new

financing options. Privatizations also had an important role on

the equities side -- the volume of new and secondary sales of

privatization issues rose from $32.8 to $89.8 billion between

1985 and 1987, a significant part of this in the U.K. The

privatization process demonstrated a latent investment capacity

that had been largely untapped. Although structured as domestic

new equity issues, many in fact involved substantial

distributions of shares in other parts of Europe, as well as the

U.S. and Japan. This created a new appetite for cross-border

investment within Europe and led to an invigorated marketplace

for equities.

In addition, the influence of the Euromarkets can hardly be

overestimated. While domestic debt securities markets are

important in terms of total volume, each is dwarfed by the

Eurobond market, which provides a continuously evolving self-

regulated international structure in which domestic participants

from all EC countries are actively involved and where competition

based on performance and innovation are the dominant factors.

Secondary Market Brokerage and Trading

Intra-European secondary-market trading in securities has

likewise increased considerably since the mid-1980s, driven by

three factors. First, the dramatic decline of the dollar against

other currencies reduced the relative attractiveness of

Eurodollar securities to non-dollar based investors. Second the

upward movement of stock prices around the world created an

equities euphoria such that, as activity in the Eurodollar bond
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markets declined, trading activity in primary and secondary

markets in other Eurocurrency-denominated bonds and in national

stock and bond markets in the U.K., Germany and Switzerland

increased. Clearly the stock market crash of October 1987 was a

serious setback, with equity markets drying up throughout Europe

and only recovering at the end of the decade. The third factor

was deregulation. In reaction to and anticipation of this and in

response to the growing interest of EC and non-European

institutional investors in international diversification -- a

process that began in the late 1970s and has steadily expanded

since -- many securities firms have moved rapidly to expand their

research coverage of continental European securities.

Increased volumes of securities new issues and rising

securities values necessitate increased secondary market

liquidity. If this liquidity is not provided by indigenous

markets -- whether through institutional inefficiency or

excessive regulation -- foreign markets will take up the slack.

Substantial deregulation of financial markets has been seen in

the U.S., the U.K., Australia, Canada and France. In all cases,

rules restricting ownership of brokers, preserving their capital

structures, and protecting their commission rates were

overturned. Each of these markets has emerged stronger and

larger, with increased volumes making business more viable for

the survivors. But at the same time, growth also placed

significant strains on back-office securities clearing and

delivery systems and has required substantial upgrading of these

functions to improve efficiency.
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London in particular has been poised to take any

dissatisfied secondary market customer from the continental

European marketplace. Big Bang in 1986 changed the face of the

U.K. market. It originated in a negotiated settlement, struck in

1983, of a restrictive practices suit brought in 1976 against the

London Stock Exchange by the Labour government. This provided for

a phase-out of fixed commission rates over a three-year period

and for greater participation by non-members in the affairs of

member firms and of the Stock Exchange's Governing Council.

Following the settlement, the members of the Stock Exchange

concluded that the economics of the old system would be so

severely disrupted by the move to negotiated commission rates

that more significant changes would have to be made. Brokers and

jobbers would no longer be excluded from each other's business

and nonmember ownership restrictions would be lifted entirely --

allowing banks, other types of financial institutions, as well

as foreign firms full participation in the market. To these

changes, the government added reforms opening up the government

securities (gilts) market. Intense competition ensued. In the

gilts market alone the number of approved market makers rose from

2 to 29. Commissions, now fully negotiable, dropped to almost

nothing on more actively traded stocks.

Investment Management

Services included under "investment management" range from

securities research and custody, the sale of options, caps,

floors, futures and swaps, to private placements of securities.

Central to the evolving market in Europe, however, are three
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functions.

First is the management of portfolios of European securities

for non-European investors, predominantly for U.S. and Japanese

pension funds and other institutional investors. Non-European

institutional investors have traditionally retained European

investment managers for portfolios of European and other

"international" securities. The largest segment of this business

has come from American pension funds, which since 1985 have been

reducing domestic exposure in favor of non-U.S. equities (see

Table 4). Due to the success of this strategy, American

institutions have steadily increased funds allocated to managers

of international investments. As of January 1 1987, for example,

the 50 largest international managers of American pension assets

had approximately $50 billion under their control. Of these, some

22 were non-American -- mostly European, mainly British merchant

banks and fund managers or Swiss banks active in the private

banking business. Of the top 15 managers, sharing $31 billion of

assets between them, five were European. [Walter and Smith, 1990]

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

Competition for international investment management business

is understandably intense. European firms have the advantage of

local knowledge and, for many American pension fund trustees,

authenticity. They must nevertheless compete with some of the

most powerful American banks and fund managers, who are perhaps

more accustomed to a fiercely competitive environment, and who

can always hire Europeans to fill-in gaps in their knowledge.

American institutional investors tend to be more demanding in the
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Table 4

Foreign Investment of Private-Sector Pension Assets

($ millions)

Country	 1980	 1985	 1992* 
(projected)

United States	 $3,300	 1%	 $27,000 3%	 $150,000	 9%

Great Britain	 9,700	 9%	 40,100 18%	 135,000 25%

Japan	 400	 1%	 7,600 8%	 88,000 20%

Netherlands	 1,500	 4%	 5,400 9%	 30,000 12%

Canada	 2,000	 7%	 4,100 8%	 20,000 10%

Switzerland	 1,300	 4%	 1,700 4%	 12,000	 8%

Australia	 0	 0%	 800 8%	 10,000 20%

Hong Kong	 1,200 60%	 2,400 60%	 9,000 65%

Germany	 500	 2%	 1,000 3%	 9,000	 6%

Ireland	 300 20%	 700 20%	 2,000 20%

Belgium	 275 25%	 800 30%	 1,800 35%

France	 75	 1%	 200 2%	 600	 3%

New Zealand	 0	 0%	 0 0%	 400	 8%

Rest of World	 100 • 2%	 600 3%	 1,200 10%

Total	 $20,650	 $92,100	 $469,000

* Expressed in 1987 dollars. Assumes no change in foreign
investment restrictions.

Source: InterSec Research Corp., March 1988.



standards they expect, and these higher standards are

increasingly the norm for the investment management marketplace

as a whole. Nevertheless, for those who do perform well, fees are

attractive and usually exceed those for comparable domestic

portfolio management.

The second central function in the evolving European

investment industry is the management of portfolios of European

and non-European securities for European institutions. European

pension funds and other institutional investors have consistently

invested a substantial proportion of their portfolios abroad. In

the case of British and Dutch pension funds, as much as 20-30%

of total assets may be in non-European stocks (see Table 4).

Competition for the management of such funds is on a global

basis, with European institutions often just as willing to

appoint American or Japanese advisors as domestic managers,

particularly since much of the money to be invested is in any

case earmarked for these two major markets. Additional

competition comes from a number of continental European banks,

well versed in the management of private wealth and shifting

their orientation to become equally potent in the international

asset management business for institutional clients.

Third is the management of portfolios for European private

investors. An important dimension private wealth management has

traditionally been financial secrecy, relating mainly to tax

matters and transfers of funds across borders in the presence of

exchange controls. [Walter, 1990] Confidentiality and trust have

been two of the most important commodities sold by continental
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European banks, especially those in Switzerland, Luxembourg and

Austria, where funds have traditionally been concealed from local

fiscal authorities while being prudently managed by trustworthy

and reliable bankers or investment managers.

Notwithstanding these attractions, however, bankers in these

countries are keen to be perceived as providing experienced,

professional, competitive services in an environment of stability

and confidentiality. Especially Luxembourg has been quick to

adopt the UCITS regulations for investment funds, and to position

itself for pan-European fund management. They are sensitive to

the possibility that the EC countries will eventually come

together on rules regarding personal taxation and disclosure of

tax information.

With secrecy a relatively declining consideration in private

banking, performance will become an increasingly important

criterion for judging the competitiveness of funds managers.

The traditional strength of the Continental European banks'

control over their clients will be severely tested. Mutual funds,

investment company shares in specialized investments and global,

real-time investment services to individuals will be used to

tempt clients to shift a portion of their money to new firms. The

competition is bound to lower fees and commissions for investment

management across the EC.

Corporate Financial Restructuring 

The economic restructuring of Europe should increase the

volume of fee-based investment banking services related to

corporate finance transactions such as mergers and acquisitions,
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leveraged buyouts, and other forms of financial restructuring.

[Walter and Smith, 1989] First, a unified market will require

larger, more competitive enterprises able to reap significant

economies of scale and scope, particularly in such industries as

transportation, information technology, telecommunications,

financial services, food products, consumer electronics and

pharmaceuticals. Second, acquisitions of brand names and

manufacturing facilities in a unified market for highly

competitive products may be cheaper than de novo investments.

Third, the growing concentration of shareholdings in

institutional portfolios subject to higher performance

requirements will encourage the realization of underlying equity

values, and investment managers will be increasingly inclined to

accept takeover bids for the short-term returns they afford.

Fourth, ample financing will continue to be available from banks

anxious to earn large fees and spreads on deals under BIS risk-

based capital standards that places all corporate lending into a

single category. And finally, sufficient M&A technology is in

place to facilitate such transactions.

As Table 5 suggests, European M&A transactions remain a

rather small share of the world total. Nevertheless, during 1983-

1988 495 M&A transactions worth almost $156 billion were

concluded involving EC targets. Of these 81% (79% in value) were

intra-European, with the balance involving non-EC principals.

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

An evolving EC market for corporate control is both a result

of and a catalyst for the economic restructuring stemming from
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Table 5 

Volume of Completed International Mergers and Acquisitions

1982 - 1988

($ millions of purchase price at current exchange rates)

Year	 Domestic OS (a)
	

Cross Border (US) (b) (d)
	

Outside OS (c)

( g )	 (SW

Buyer from US

(g)	 ($?.24)

Seller from US

(g)	 ($1q14)

-	 7-t

Total C/B

(4')	 ($m)	 (I)	 ($HM)

1982 879	 52,260 32	 966 52	 2.985 04	 3,851	 71	 5,629

1983 1396	 81,080 57	 2,920 79	 6,564 136	 9,484	 163	 21,848

1 984 1690	 143,915 47	 2,720 104	 17,138 151	 19,858	 168	 18,023

1985 1689	 199,616 50	 2,201 83	 7,061 133	 9,262	 298	 42,188

1986 1828	 195,469 57	 2,871 176	 31,037 233	 34,708	 294	 45,846

1987 1595	 169,697 79	 14,474 194	 47,336 273	 61,810	 566	 104,941

1988 1120	 160,036 40	 5,035 221	 59,683 269	 64,719	 578	 55,515

Total

1962	 -	 80 10197	 1,002,094 370	 31,087 909	 172,606 1279	 203,693	 2138	 293,990

(a) Completed mergers, tonder/morgers, tender offers, purchases of stakes, divestitures and LBO's in US companies by US companies.

(b) Completed mergers, tender/mergers, tender offers, purchases of stakes, divestitures and LBO's in which either the buyer

or the seller is a U.S. company and the counterpart is a non-U.S. company.

(c) Completed mergers, tender/mergers, tender offers, purchases of stakes, divestitures and LBO's in which both participants

are non-U.S. companies.

(d) Transactions involving divestitures are recorded by the nationality of the division being

bought or'sold.



the 1992 initiatives. However, there are significant constraints

especially on continental European M&A activity. These include

limited and often fragmented public shareholdings, heavy

concentrations of voting stock in the hands of management or

banks, a poorly developed risk arbitrage market, corporate bylaws

effectively precluding any but friendly transactions, control of

share registers and non-disclosure of share ownership to

outsiders, cooperative agreements between industry and banks, and

government intervention in individual situations.

Whereas in the mid 1980s most of the principal of M&A bids

was expressed in terms of share exchanges of the acquiring

company for the target, more recently cash bids have become more

important -- shareholders can more readily compare two cash bids

than two bids involving paper of uncertain cash value. The rise

of cash bids in the European M&A market has hastened the adoption

of US-style "merchant banking" techniques. Increased liquidity in

the European M&A market is likely to lead to the development of

seller-originated transactions whereby companies -- mainly

privately-owned and smaller publicly-owned businesses -- "auction

themselves off" to approved buyers. There will also be an

increase in unfriendly takeover bids, given growing competition

and the widespread presence of entrenched managements, in

addition to increasing divestitures and leveraged buyouts.

The Dual Transformation of EC Financial Markets 

The impact of the EC 1992 initiatives will impact financial

markets in a number of ways. First, it will affect the European

environment within which financial institutions and markets
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function, in particular the volatility of interest rates,

exchange rates and inflation rates. In particular, to the extent

that there is progress toward a common currency, greater

uniformity and possibly greater stability in interest rates

across the EC, and greater alignment of -- and possibly lower --

inflation rates, transactions and risk-management costs related

to real-sector and financial transactions will decline. This in

turn will stimulate economic activity as well as the volume of

primary- and secondary-market financial transactions undertaken

by EC and non-EC residents alike -- to the point where the EC

financial markets may emerge as a formidable rival to the United

States and Japan.

On the other hand, they will also reduce or eliminate

speculative opportunities and a variety of financial services

driven by volatility factors, including the need for various

types of financial markets and innovations. To the extent that

such services are already provided in liquid markets with low

transactions costs, monetary integration will carry lower

benefits than if these markets had been fragmented, narrow, and

shallow as a result of preexisting barriers to entry and

innovation.

European financial markets will thus go through a dual

transformation, market-enhancing deregulation and intra-European

integration. Financial markets will be restructured in ways that

will have profound beneficial effects on the EC regional economy

and widely differing effects on EC financial centers, on banks,

and on non-bank financial firms based inside and outside the
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Community.

First, financial disintermediation will continue, and there

will be a rising proportion of financial flows in Europe between

sources and uses of funds via the securities markets as opposed

to classic banking linkages. This will include retail-oriented

flows through mutual funds and other investment vehicles at the

one end of the financial spectrum and asset-backed securities at

the other. This will develop further to circumvent in certain

cases the securities industry as well -- e.g., through direct

connections between certain issuers and investors through private

placements, automated trading, and related linkages.

Second, interpenetration of geographic and functional

markets will occur in response to the EC-driven financial

reforms, specifically the banking and investment services

directives.

Most observers agree that the process of creating a unified

pan-European capital market will proceed rapidly during the

1990s, but opinions differ as to the manner, timing and the

likely results. Some believe that the deregulation already

witnessed, which is almost certain to gather momentum with the

1992 initiatives, will render the Euromarkets redundant and that

national capital market business will displace traditional

Euromarket activity. Financing that was generated in the

Euromarkets in the past because of exchange controls, taxation

and capital market regulation will be possible at home, and the

Euromarkets will therefore fall into disuse.

Others argue that, after over 25 years, the Euromarket

remains the single most important, technically developed vehicle
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for corporate new issues in Europe, and is likely to remain so.

Transactions costs in the national markets may well remain

greater than in the Euromarket, especially if initiatives for EC

withholding taxes on investment income are eventually carried

through. Given a choice, most market participants will prefer an

unregulated market to a regulated one, particularly if both can

be accessed simultaneously. Retail investors, still representing

the major part of the Euromarket, will prefer to remain beyond

the view of tax collectors or other authorities that they have

always sought to avoid.

Much more likely than decline and collapse of the offshore

Euromarkets as a consequence of the EC 1992 initiatives is the

emergence of a new intra-European integrated financial

marketplace that is built upon and encompasses both the various

EC domestic markets and the London-based Euromarket. In such an

integrated financial market, issues aimed at national investors

can also be sold to Euro-investors at the same time. Larger,

regional issues normally targeted at the Euromarket should come

to be marketable in national markets as well, once prospectus

requirements, issuing procedures and withholding tax matters have

been harmonized. In time, the distinctions between national

markets and the Euromarkets will fade, and non-national

investment banks will compete, on a performance basis, for the

business of national companies. A substantially unified capital

market that draws from all parts of Europe, from the national

markets as well as from the Euromarkets, will be the most

efficient way to marshal capital resources.
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6. Implications for Financial Centers 

In the light of the changes impacting the European financial

markets in both the macropolicy and micropolicy spheres, there

are important implications for the location of financial

activities within the EC, as well as between the EC and external

financial centers such as the United States, Switzerland and

Japan.

Which EC countries are likely to enjoy comparative

advantages in the financial services sector in the 1990s?

Clearly, those with pre-existing, efficient financial service

industries are key candidates. Past econometric studies suggest

that the particularly successful exporters of financial services

are those countries well-endowed with skilled labor and having a

net positive balance of trade (i.e., net savers). Measures of

fixed industrial plant, arable land and unskilled labor are all

shown to have negative correlations with competitiveness in

financial services. [Sagari, 1986]

One determinant will be the constant tension (a cost

tradeoff) that exists between the underlying economics of

decentralization and centralization of financial services.

Retail financial services marketing, by definition a person-to-

person activity, calls for geographical dispersion of facilities

providing services. Yet the highly specialized labor needed in

financial services argues for its concentration in specific

locations where that expertise is available. Thus, there exists

a natural spectrum in financial service delivery which meets

these conflicting needs. The economics can change dramatically,
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however, for example with the ability to market investment

management services by mail, or retail banking by computer or

telephone hookups.

At the capital-intensive end of the spectrum, where labor

needs are the most specialized, international capital markets

achieve their greatest degree of feasible concentration in

London, New York and Tokyo. In succession, the U.K, the U.S. and

Japan have been the leading capital exporters of the 20th

century. They have achieved the critical mass that now leads them

to be the major beneficiaries of foreign direct investment in the

financial services sector, and have developed into major

exporters of financial services. The impact of an integrated

financial market in the EC on all three, and on the more

specialized continental financial centers, has been a topic of

active debate.

Economic and Regulatory Competition

National regulatory authorities within the EC are

increasingly competing among themselves, and against non-EC

financial centers, to attract financial markets business. The

tools of this competition include the provision of high-quality

infrastructure and low "net regulatory burdens" (NRB) involving

tax and regulatory structures. [Levich, 1989; Levich and Walter,

1989] Financial firms clearly benefit from such competition,

especially if financial innovation and technological change

allows them to operate successfully at a distance from their home

bases. Users of financial services also benefit to the extent

that competition forces financial firms to pass-through to them
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the lower costs that result.

Compliance with regulations in onshore financial markets

creates opportunities to develop a parallel, offshore market for

the delivery of similar services (e.g., the Euromarkets). In

addition to the narrow provision of bank deposits and loans,

offshore markets can be used to replicate a variety of non-bank,

financial instruments (e.g., long-term forward contracts, short-

term commercial paper, long-term bonds, Eurocurrency interest

rate futures, and the like), many of which may also be regulated

by onshore financial authorities. The rise of offshore markets

underscores the fact that market participants face a range of

alternatives for executing transactions in any of several

financial centers. Consequently, if domestic regulators want to

have the transactions conducted within their respective financial

centers -- driven by the regulators' desire to maintain an•

adequate level of prudential regulation, to sustain their

revenues from the taxation of financial services, to support

employment and output in the financial services industry and

linked economic sectors, or simply to maximize their regulatory

domain -- regulatory requirements cannot be set without reference

to the resulting NRB differentials between financial centers.

Within Europe, competition between London, Luxembourg,

Zurich, Paris, Frankfurt and Amsterdam in particular has

intensified significantly, and there is active debate regarding

future concentration or dispersion of financial transactions

based on market depth, liquidity, efficiency, client location,

and other factors. The conventional wisdom is that the size,

openness of markets, trading activity, sophistication of
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institutional investors, quality of research, transaction

services, and innovative thinking that have traditionally

characterized London will be subject to challenge in specific

areas by various continental financial centers, with significant

implications for local employment and other real-sector

considerations. The banking centers of Europe are thus caught in

a vigorous struggle for market-share in primary- and secondary-

market financial transactions that are likely to grow rapidly in

volume.

The United Kingdom has tried to hang on to its historic role

as the wholesale financial center for Europe, the home of the

offshore markets in its time-zone (Eurocurrency deposits,

Euroloans, Euronotes, Eurocommercial paper, and Eurobonds), and

the base of many large, globalized institutional investors. After

twenty-five years of activity, the London-based Euromarket

continues to be the single most important European market for new

issues and secondary market trading of fixed income securities.

Its birth in the 1960s and rapid growth in the 1970s and 1980s

was in large part driven by regulatory considerations, both U.S.

and European. But in the process, it has become by far the most

technically developed market in Europe.

Indeed, London has already begun to function as an intra-

European trading center for bonds as well as stocks. In French

shares, for example, London secondary market trading in 1988

accounted for the equivalent of about 20 percent of the daily

volume on the Paris Bourse, through the International SEAQ

(Securities Exchange Automated Quote) system for the trading of
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equity shares attractive to international investors. [Thomas and

Walter, 1989] Efforts by French and Dutch securities firms to

become part of the SEAQ system have met strong local resistance,

although there is every reason to believe that the system will

ultimately be expanded to include the principal stocks from all

of the major European financial centers. Many of these stocks are

already traded on International SEAQ. Incorporating

broker/dealers from other countries into the system would not be

technically difficult. For many European stocks (and virtually

all international bonds) the market linkages are already in

place. The technology and the know-how for a major market

expansion exists, has been debugged, and is relatively easy to

install.

If markets are to be made abroad in the internationally

popular stocks of a country, it seems reasonable for that country

to take steps to recapture a substantial proportion of that

business. On the other hand, expanding the existing International

SEAQ system in London to include national market makers not only

in the stocks that the foreigners want to buy, but also in the

foreign stocks that national investors wish to purchase, would

seem a practical way to begin the process or forming an active

pan-European equity market.

The emergence of Paris, formerly one of the most regulated

financial markets in Europe, as an international financial center

is a tribute to significant efforts by French authorities to

increase the country's financial attractiveness -- including

liberalization of exchange controls, opening-up the Paris Bourse,

major investments in market-making and efficient securities
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settlement, privatizations in the financial sector, new markets

for options and futures, etc. With some 168 foreign-based banks

(second only to London and New York) the clear aim on the part of

the French government is for Paris to be the premier financial
center on the continent.

Amsterdam has likewise promoted itself as a significant

financial center for the 1990s by speeding deregulation and

encouraging innovation in local debt and equity markets, as well

as promoting its European Options Exchange. By leveraging off

traditional skills in investment management and developing an

efficient infrastructure, the Dutch are attempting to overcome

their relatively small domestic financial sector, and to position

Amsterdam as the "financial gateway to continental Europe."

Frankfurt is seeking ways to rationalize Germany's

fragmented system of eight regional stock exchanges, restructure

its poorly developed markets for fixed-income securities, and

overcome the entrenched interests of the major domestic banks.

Indeed, the German government has been under strong criticism for

allowing the Federal Republic to become a large importer of

financial services from London, due to narrow domestic financial

markets and high transactions costs. It is hoped that by

eliminating securities transaction taxes, among other steps,

Germany may be able to recapture much of the trading in shares

that has migrated to London's International SEAQ system, and in

bonds to the DM-denominated sector of the Eurobond market. Still,

personal and corporate taxes remain high, and trade taxes raise

the incidence of corporate taxation to the 55-60% range. While
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this affects all German corporations, its incidence on financial

firms operating in Germany may well have a significant adverse

impact on the future role of Frankfurt as a financial center. On

the other hand, it is well situated to be the principal bridge

into Eastern Europe.

Meantime, Luxembourg consolidates its niche-type role as a

private banking and investment center to replace its traditional

position in Euro-syndications, and keeps a wary eye on the tax

harmonizers in Brussels.

EC financial integration clearly poses significant threats

for Switzerland -- the financial services industry accounted for

some 10% of GNP in 1988 and employed about 4% of the work force,

including those employed by some 117 foreign banks that operate

there. The Swiss bond market has traditionally been the largest

in continental Europe, driven in part by an international

investor penchant for discretion and refusal to allow development

of Euro-Swiss franc bond transactions. Like many domestic markets

within the EC, Switzerland has traditionally been dominated by

large financial institutions -- three universal banks --

particularly with respect to new issues of securities. To promote

competition and help get ready for a unified EC financial market,

the Swiss Cartel Commission in 1989 proposed that ad hoc

underwriting syndicates be allowed, and that the single syndicate

for government issues -- together with fixed brokerage and

foreign exchange commissions, and restrictions on private

placements of securities -- be abolished. Additionally,

Switzerland is faced with increasing institutionalization of

investment portfolios in which professionally managed funds
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replace the traditional patterns of retail investor activity.

In each of the continental financial centers there are

powerful entrenched interests, and differences of view between

the government and the financial services industry that may yet

limit the competitive challenge to London, even as there are open

questions as to the location of the policymaking and operational

arms of a future EC central bank.

7. Implications for Financial Institutions 

Just as EC financial integration will impact the European

financial centers, so too will it impact credit institutions and

non-bank financial firms. Besides the sheer number of

institutions intending to be significant contenders in the

integrated EC financial market of the 1990s, the market is likely

to be highly competitive for two additional reasons. One is the

increasing financial sophistication of many banking and

securities clients -- "do-it-yourself banking" is creating a new

generation of highly informed shoppers among major corporations

worldwide. The second is the long-standing nature of banking

relationships in Europe, which means that taking clients away

from their traditional institutions will require far more than

marginally creative solutions to their financial problems.

The players vying for EC financial markets business in the

1990s fall at least into four strategic groups: 1) British and

Continental European merchant banks; 2) evolving investment

banking units of European universal banks; 3) non-European "full-

service" investment banking firms, and 4) an array of "niche"

players. Internationally, each of these strategic groups has had
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to adapt to many of the aforementioned changes in various markets

over the past decade or so -- changes that transformed what had

been, not much earlier, an oligopolistic set of service

industries fragmented along product and country lines into a

highly competitive, performance-oriented economic sector, where

there are very few constants and nothing can be taken for

granted.

Competitive Evolution 

For the commercial banks in the OECD countries generally,

the 1980s represented a decade of defense. Large, creditworthy,

non-financial companies and institutions found their access to

global capital markets increasing rapidly. Securities markets

grew in breadth -- including the introduction of bonds of lower

credit standing than required for certain institutional investors

-- as well as depth, with growth in the number of issues and

turnover of existing issues in the secondary market. In the

U.S., commercial banks' corporate banking business slipped from

roughly the same share as their consumer banking business to less

than half of its size. International bond issues (including

floating-rate notes, Euronotes and Euro-commercial paper issues)

quadrupled during the 1980s to over $3 billion. Meantime, new

syndicated bank credits were at the same level (approximately

$100 billion) at the end of the decade as at the beginning --

although the copposition of borrowers had changed dramatically

from a preponderance of LDC sovereigns to the financing of M&A

and LBO transactions. In the domestic direct debt markets, bond

issues tripled in the U.S. while bank assets only doubled.
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The relative decline in wholesale commercial banking can be

traced to the increasing efficiency and transparency of the

capital markets and to the declining relative creditworthiness of

commercial banks themselves. The extent of this erosion was

least significant in Japan, where banks were not as heavily

subject to some of the domestic and international competitive

strains as American and some European (especially U.K.) banks,

and where capital market deregulation proceeded at a more modest

pace and thereby reduced the erosion of domestic profitability.

[See Tschoegl, 1983 and Pecchioli, 1983 for early studies]

Commercial banks' intensity of international involvement has

shifted through the 1980s as well. For U.S. banks there has been

a general retrenchment, as cross-border assets have fallen from

one-tenth of the combined banks' balance sheets to one-twelfth.

U.K. and Swiss banks have seen similar consolidation. Only in

Japan, Germany -- and in certain other countries where the 1980s

represented a decade of emergence onto the international stage --

has the proportion of international bank claims increased

throughout the decade. Reflecting the relative decline of the

U.S. in international financial markets, the dollar's share of

banks' cross-border positions has shifted from two-thirds of the

Euro- and three-quarters of domestic banks' foreign-currency

positions in 1981'to 56% of the Eurocurrency and 31% of domestic

banks' positions at the end of 1988. [Thomas and Walter, 1989]

In contrast to the relatively defensive posture of

commercial banks in the 1980s, investment banks enjoyed an

expansive decade, both internationally and domestically.
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Worldwide equity markets in the 1980s were exceptionally strong,

with stock market indices in virtually every major market

recording net gains in every calendar year since 1983,

notwithstanding the October 1987 crash. In the securitization

process, commercial banks directly lost out to investment banks.

Asset-backed securities, collateralized by mortgages, credit card

receivables, and other kinds of cash flows, grew rapidly.

Products such as swaps rose from virtual non-existence at the

start of the decade to significant markets in their own right.

And there were trading opportunities driven by extraordinary

interest-rate and exchange-rate volatility, followed by a rapid

growth in M&A transactions to be structured and financed. The

previous M&A boom occurred in the late 1960s when the theme was

diversification within a firm, creating multi-industry

conglomerates. In the 1980s, the themes have been industry

focus, elimination of corporate waste, specialization and

geographical expansion.

For both commercial and investment banks, the 1980s have

also been the decade of computerization. Information technology

(IT) systems and applications made possible new services such as

24-hour automatic teller machines, revolutionize old services

ranging from check clearing to payments transactions, foreign

exchange and securities trading, and streamline internal risk

management and control. Such outlays in 1989 accounted for almost

15% of annual expenses of banks. The importance of buying or

developing the right systems and implementing them properly has

become paramount for reasons of product delivery and quality, as

well as cost.
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Within the context of rapid change in the global financial

services industry, Japanese financial institutions -- banks and

securities firms alike -- have been favored by an extraordinary

domestic savings rate and the strength of the yen, and have come

from a position of third place behind the U.S. and European banks

and securities firms to world leadership in terms of size,

whether measured in terms of assets or market capitalization. In

1980, one Japanese bank was among the top-ten global players

ranked by assets -- last behind two U.S. banks, four French

banks, two British banks and one German bank. In 1988 Citicorp,

the world's largest bank in 1980 and still the largest U.S. bank,

was number 10 behind eight Japanese and one French bank. That

same year all 10 of the largest financial institutions in the

world in terms of market capitalization were Japanese.

Financial integration in the EC will clearly affect the

performance of financial institutions based in the Community and

those based outside, especially in the U.S. and Japan, hoping to

capture a significant share of business within and linked to the

unified financial market. Restructuring of the EC banking and

finance industry is proceeding at a rapid pace, marked by the

search for economies of scale and scope on the part of European

players through domestic and cross-border and cross-sector

mergers and acquisitions as well as strategic alliances. The jury

remains out on the value of such alliances (e.g., Matuschka -

Nomura - General Electric, Westdeutsche Landesbank - Standard

Chartered, Banco Santander - Royal Bank of Scotland) as a viable

response to the emerging competitive challenges posed by the EC
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market. Bankers have never been very good at sharing profit

opportunities, except on a deal-by-deal basis, unless it is

crystal clear to all parties that the whole greatly exceeds the

sum of the parts. Even then, there are strong incentives to end-

run the alliance. Strategic alliances in the 1990s, in the EC as

elsewhere, probably have to be contemplated with the view that

they have finite lives and are subject to constant review.

The major Japanese houses, banks as well as securities

firms, are now well established in the EC and expect to capture a

large share of EC-Japan business and make increasing inroads on

credit and securities business in the internal market, again

backed by their core financial strength and staying-power. U.S.

institutions present a mixed picture, with consolidation and

withdrawals from some of the traditional EC commercial banking

markets contrasting with significant successes in specific

capital markets activities.

Of the three groups, the Japanese seem to have the clearest

strategic positioning, aided by their late arrival and absence of

baggage from the past. American and European banks and securities

firms present a heterogeneous picture, ranging from the strategic

clarity of Deutsche Bank and Morgan Stanley at the one extreme to

the muddled image of National Westminster and Chase Manhattan at

the other.

Aspects of the Euromarket competition are likely to change

as well. The traditional dominant players have been institutions

with substantial captive placing power, such as the large Swiss

banks and Japanese securities firms. Although some institutions

have prospered by securing lead managerships of issues originated
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by companies in their own countries and by innovating, quasi-

oligopolies have existed in certain sectors as well. For example,

Deutsche Bank and the Big-4 Japanese securities houses have held

virtually unchallenged sway in the Euro-DM, Euro-yen and FRN

sectors. But such positions are gradually eroding, and firms with

well-developed skills in servicing institutional clients are

rising in importance in the hierarchy.

The need for staying-power is an important consideration,

both to develop franchises in the established as well as the

developing areas of the market, and to weather the inevitable

storms of unprofitabilty. Successful institutions will therefore

have to master the strategies that have long characterized the

Euromarkets -- targeting new issue business, perfecting hedging

tactics, building distribution capabilities, developing new

products and strictly managing costs. They will have to be

aggressive, innovative and efficient. As consolidation into a

single, large regional market occurs, it will be expertise, not

national monopolistic advantage, that will mark the leaders.

Competitive Positioning of U.S. Institutions 

An array of factors will determine the prospective role of

U.S.-based financial firms in the integrated EC market, and their

ability to compete globally with players home-based in the

Community, in Switzerland, Japan and elsewhere.

Differential savings and credit-use patterns. Given

historically thin U.S. savings patterns relative to those in

Europe and Japan, American financial institutions carry an

inherent competitive disadvantage in tapping into the savings end
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of the international flow of funds spectrum (since they rely

relatively more heavily on funding themselves in costly wholesale

markets, as against cheaper retail deposits). While they have

always been good at wholesale funding and institutional placement

of securities, this pattern partially cedes the (usually larger)

wholesale-to-retail margins to foreign players (universal and

commercial banks, insurance companies, and securities firms). On

the other hand, given an continued strong U.S. spending and anti-

savings bias, U.S. institutions have an advantage in retail

lending and origination of asset-backed securities, agency

securities, etc. that can be of interest to investors in Europe

and Japan, as well as to domestic investors. That is, global

flows of funds rooted in saving and spending patterns may give

U.S. institutions an inherent retail comparative advantage at the

borrower end of the spectrum and foreign-based institutions at

the savings end of the spectrum. The question then is whether

U.S. institutions can more easily get close to the savers abroad,

or whether foreign-based institutions can more easily get close

to the users of credit in the United States.

Notwithstanding the deregulatory and integrative initiatives

underway, both European and Japanese institutional investors

continue to favor the United States over Europe -- citing

continued fragmentation of the European markets, lack of

disclosure and transparency, and poor settlement procedures. They

have been pessimistic (or conservative) in their assessments of

the success of the changes described here. Once such European

inadequacies are resolved in the 1990s, however, foreign
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portfolio investment that flowed to the U.S. in the 1980s will

find an attractive alternative in the EC. Such redirection in

international financial flows would certainly have an adverse

effect on the relative position of the United States in

international financial markets.

Capitalization. The BIS risk-based capital accords will do

much to level the international playing field with respect to

book capital. But U.S. institutions continue to be seriously

disadvantaged by poor market capitalization. This means that

foreign-based institutions can undertake transactions and make

strategic moves easily and quickly that are impossible or

difficult for their U.S. competitors.

Credit standing. With the extinction of AAA-rated U.S. bank

holding companies and securities firms, a premier credit rating

has become a designation reserved for non-financial corporations

and non-U.S. financial institutions. This decline in credit

standing is an obvious competitive millstone in terms of funding

costs, and one that is increasingly used as a competitive

marketing weapon as well. The question here is how quickly U.S.

institutions can digest the relics of the past (e.g., LDC

exposures, impaired real estate loans, etc.) without taking on

any new ones (e.g., highly leveraged corporate deals) in order to

reclaim credit standing that is on a par with the best of their

foreign competitors.

Human resources. U.S. financial institutions continue to be

relatively attractive to some of the best and brightest

professionals domestically and internationally -- helped by a

relatively "open" and "inclusive" culture as compared with German
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or Japanese competitors, for example. This competitive advantage

may be more durable than some others. Nevertheless, new financial

skills will be required in the international context of the 1990s

-- skills that many U.S. institutions do not now have. The pace

of change, and an increasing knowledge-content of financial

innovations (and risk control) will place far higher demands on

those performing on the front lines. The securities sales and

trading, new-issue, and financial advisory skills required in the

emerging EC market, as elsewhere, will continue to place a heavy

responsibility on the banks and securities firms for recruitment,

training at the cutting edge of financial technologies, and

management development and succession planning. Critical will be

the development of true "decathlon players" in the various sales

forces. Equally important, there must have to be a much more

performance-oriented attitude ingrained in the people on the

front lines -- including an open, global view, strong peripheral

vision, lateral thinking, and a willingness to accept new ideas.

Operating costs and risk management. What evidence there is

suggests that U.S. financial institutions have relatively good

control over cost structures. Excess costs due to overmanning and

inflated expenses seem to have been driven out of many financial

institutions in both commercial and investment banking.

Similarly, most U.S. institutions have a better handle on

position-risk (as opposed to credit-risk) management than their

international competitors, in part due to their arguably greater

exposure to financial volatility and better understanding of risk

management techniques. The first of these may be a relatively
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durable advantage, since social legislation makes it more

difficult to adapt employment-related costs to changing markets

in many environments abroad than in the United States, especially

in the EC. The second is probably a temporary advantage, as

foreign-based institutions, assisted by consultants, catch up

with U.S. risk management techniques.

Economies of scale. Empirical evidence from the U.S. banking

experience has generally suggested that economies of scale in

financial services flatten-out at size-levels well below some of

the larger international competitors that exist today. [Clark,

1988] Nor does there appear to be much evidence that U.S.

financial institutions with international aspirations suffer

significantly from size deficiency. Recent evidence from Europe,

on the other hand, suggests that "economies of super-scale" may

well be achieved in the case of very large financial institutions

(megabanks), such as the universal banking institutions of

Germany and Switzerland. Still, size brings with it the potential

for complexity and inertia that can be a serious disadvantage in

dynamic financial markets.

Economies of scope. Residual domestic banking and securities

activity constraints and market-interpenetration barriers,

especially with respect to the insurance industry, limit the

development of true U.S.-based universals. If scope and cross-

selling (as well as super-scale) benefits are indeed significant,

this may represent a competitive disadvantage with respect to the

European universals, both within the unified EC market and

globally.
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Financial innovation. U.S. financial institutions continue

to turn in world-class performances with respect to financial

innovation on the product side, ranging from new forms of

securitization and financial repackaging to imbedded options and

futures. The same is true with respect to process technologies,

including state-of-the-art applications in information- and

transactions-processing. This has largely been driven by the

extremely competitive character of the U.S. domestic financial

services industry. However, the half-life of many financial

technologies is short, and may be getting shorter, so that

sustained competitive advantage depends on a continued stream of

innovations.

Staying=power. U.S. financial institutions have earned a

reputation in some international markets and with some groups of

clients as "fair weather bankers" with relatively little

tolerance for even temporarily adverse market conditions or

financial problems of clients. Especially in Europe and Japan

they are regarded as excessively transactions- as opposed to

relationship-oriented, taking the relatively short-term view that

they can abandon markets or clients in tough times and later

regain easy access through competitive products and pricing when

things improve. Credit lines are valuable options to borrowers,

and implied lines are even more valuable (and free) -- banks that

cannot make credible that doing business with them carries such

implied lines may suffer losses on market share.

Lack of staying-power is resented and derided in some

environments, including parts of Europe, to the point where

clients are willing to pay more or accept marginally inferior
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quality for financial services supplied by institutions that are

considered more reliable. The perceived lack of staying-power may

be linked to the fact that many U.S. banks have indeed retreated

from international markets under competitive pressure. Those

remaining will have to establish their reputation based on the

credibility of their institutions, not their nationality. U.S.

financial institutions, after deregulation, have enjoyed few

excess returns that could permit financial cross-subsidization.

Competitors from countries whose financial markets have been

cartelized or highly regulated, with fixed commissions or deposit

ceilings, can behave quite differently in this respect -- to the

point of engaging in the financial equivalent of "dumping."

Adaptability and Conflict Management. Organizationally, the

adaptability of U.S. financial institutions to changing

competitive conditions appears to be relatively good, conditioned

by the need to adapt actively at home. It is nevertheless quite

uneven among individual institutions, although such differences

have made themselves felt fairly quickly in the relative standing

of individual institutions. This ability will become more

valuable in the future. Aspects of organizational structures have

to be reexamined so that they can be bent to operational

necessity more quickly and opportunistically.

Adaptability may be the most underrated quality in terms of

competitive performance in the financial markets of the 1990s, in

the EC as in the U.S., Japan and elsewhere. To be a significant

force in international investment banking in particular,

managements must become accustomed to the fact that this will
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always be an inherently unstable business, with profit

opportunities appearing and disappearing across the principal

business segments. It is also a business prone to tensions

between origination, trading, and distribution functions. Both of

these characteristics will place a premium on senior management

vision, continuity and diplomacy.

In addition to tensions that arise among the various

functions in the securities business, even greater potential

tensions reside in universal wholesale banking. It is yet to be

seen whether such institutions -- as opposed to those with a

narrower focus, "lighter" infrastructure, more opportunistic

behavior, and more direct linkages between individual effort and

reward -- can become a major players in international investment

banking in particular.

8. Conclusions and Policy Implications 

The economic and financial restructuring of the EC is a

major potential contribution to the further development of

globalized financial markets. Underlying everything is the wave

of European economic restructuring that has already begun, and

that will create attractive business opportunities for credit

institutions as well as securities firms and investment banks.

Added to this is the even more dramatic economic restructuring of

Eastern Europe, which will gain momentum slowly and create major

potential pitfalls, but which will certainly be closely linked to

the EC. In turn, these developments will place substantial

demands on European capital markets, creating a need for greater

financial capacity. Traditional European relationship banking
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will be eroded by the competitive pressure, and the deepening and

increased efficiency of secondary markets will lead to a greater

willingness on the part of European financial institutions to

trade their portfolio holdings and stimulate the market for

corporate control.

The range of financial alternatives facing corporate and

institutional customers in the EC is already broad and will

continue to grow, eroding the advantages of any single market and

placing a premium on creative, opportunistic solutions to client

financings. Similarly, the range of alternatives facing

institutional investors, and their willingness and ability to use

them will broaden as well, although international investment

patterns will continue to differ significantly across countries.

Institutional business will gradually supplant private client

business, making it imperative for banks and securities firms to

capture institutionalized financial assets. And clients will

increasingly become competitors -- increasing numbers of

companies and institutions will invest in sophisticated treasury

capabilities sufficient to do for themselves what commercial and

investment banks used to do for them -- and some will develop the

ability to sell financial services to third parties.

The disintermediation process in the most competitive

national and international environments will affect the

securities industry as it has in the past affected the commercial

banking industry, including wider use of private placements,

increasingly mechanized trading, automated new issues of certain

types of securities, and sophisticated transactions-based remote

access to retail investor clients via electronic or other
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linkages. Retail cross-selling of banking, investments,

insurance, and other financial services (what the Germans call

"Allfinanz") will characterize an increasing number of players,

and there will be a continued movement towards cashless

transactions.

U.S. and Japanese players will make renewed efforts to gain

market share in Europe, against their local rivals. The financial

environment in Europe will thus become hyper-competitive as it

goes through four revolutions simultaneously: (a)

Disintermediation (banking and securities sectors); (b)

Geographic interpenetration (per the EC directives); (c) Sectoral

interpenetration (e.g., banking-insurance); and (d) Penetration

of Japanese and U.S. players on all fronts. Developments will

favor financial institutions home-based in particular countries

as: (a) The markets become more integrated and competitive,

favoring flexible, low-cost suppliers; (b) There evolves a

separation between truly global, regional and niche players, each

of which can find useful roles to perform; and (c) Domestic

clients in most banks' home countries, both borrowers/issuers and

investors, are increasingly solicited by powerful foreign houses.

The Role of U.S. Financial Regulation

The prospects for EC financial integration should do much to

accelerate the pace of U.S. and Japanese reforms of laws and

regulations that have prevented banks from competing for

investment banking services, and vice-versa, and both from

competing in insurance.
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The U.S. regulatory structure with respect to financial

institutions may be among the worst of any major home-country of

competitor financial institutions. The maze of regulatory and

cross-regulatory jurisdictions continues to amaze and delight

foreign competitors -- particularly since it significantly

hampers the competitive performance of U.S. institutions abroad,

gives foreign players a differential competitive edge in the

domestic market, and fails to come to grips with the really

serious financial stability problems, all at the same time.

No less puzzling to foreigners is Congressional lack of

interest and policy paralysis in the face of significant erosion

in competitive potential for one of the remaining strong U.S.

export industries. Pessimists see at least parts of the U.S.

financial services sector as the automobile or steel industry of

the 1990s, except this time dragged down by regulatory lags and

the low U.S. savings rate (rather than errors and omissions

within the industry itself). The issues include residual Glass-

Steagall restrictions, barriers to banking-insurance cross-

penetration, geographic restrictions, and the like -- all of

which inhibit the development of truly competitive U.S.-based

financial institutions. Desirable regulatory changes benefiting

the competitive performance of U.S. financial services firms in

the EC will be of the kind that allow various players to compete

in each-others' markets on the basis of a level playing-field,

and that permit the creation of American universal banks if

competitive conditions require it.
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